One of these rather silly anecdotes is an actual news story: some newer Canadian hundred-dollar bills smell like maple syrup; England is considering issuing a coin featuring the pop band One Direction; the U.S. Treasury recently introduced Perry the Pyramid, a terrifying one-eyed mascot for the dollar. Choosing the real story was the task of a college student who called into the “Bluff the Listener” game on the National Public Radio program Wait Wait . . . Don’t Tell Me! (Danforth, 2013). He won the game by correctly selecting the true but rather obscure story about scented Canadian currency. How did the listener make this choice, given it was unlikely he had the relevant information in mind to make that decision?

In this chapter, we review cognitive strategies and heuristics people use when deciding whether something is true. Our approach to understanding this issue is an experimental one, with the goal of isolating particular mechanisms that contribute to illusions of truth and the propagation of falsehoods. Many of the misconceptions covered in this volume are powerful precisely because they result from combinations of mental processes; there is not one simple trick to convincing people that Barack Obama was not born in the United States, that climate change is a hoax, or that other claims percolating through mass media are unsupported. Here, we consider how statements can be manipulated to seem more truthful than they are, why people unwittingly trust information from sources they initially knew to be unreliable, and how certain features of claims
and arguments increase their persuasiveness; our objective in revealing these processes is to inform our overall understanding of misinformation in and out of the laboratory.

**An Assumption of Truth**

We begin with a very basic issue, namely, that even the most skeptical people have a bias to accept what they hear as true. This partly comes out of a need to have successful conversations; to do so, a person shapes what she says to be understood by those around her and assumes others are doing the same. Thus people expect what others say to be truthful, relevant, informative but not overly so, and clear (Grice, 1975). While these guidelines can be stretched or even broken—for instance, through deception, comedy, tall tales, and long academic lectures—they describe what people expect from others in everyday discourse; violations can be noticed in children as young as three years old (Eskritt, Whalen, & Lee, 2008). Our focus here is on the expectation that speakers are truthful. While this assumption is cognitively efficient compared to a strategy of evaluating each and every claim that comes one’s way, it can become problematic.

At issue is that people are often willing to be flexible in how they define “truth.” We found evidence for this in a study in which Stanford undergraduates tracked instances when they shared their memories with others (Tversky & Marsh, 2000). Over the course of four weeks, students submitted more than a thousand reports of such conversations. Consistent with conversational norms not to tell more than the listener needs to know, more than a third of retellings were reported to be selective in some way. For example, a student sharing a story about an annoying dinner guest focused on the guest’s criticisms of the cooking, omitting how the guest also “commented on how another one of my appetizers was tasty... I mentioned everything except the positive comment [when sharing this story]. . . . I was already too annoyed to let it change my reaction.” Intriguingly, this speaker also labeled this retelling “complete and accurate,” presumably because the story was consistent with the overall theme of the event. In this study, a third of retellings containing distortions like omissions and elaborations were considered accurate by the teller. As Neisser (1981) has noted, truth and accuracy are not simple notions: something can be true on one level and inaccurate on another. This discussion of different levels of truth is meaningful beyond psychological theory. The legal testimony of John Dean, former counsel to President Nixon, was crucial to
prosecuting the cover-up at Watergate although large parts of what he said were factually inaccurate (Neisser, 1981). While Dean was inaccurate about many of the details, he was in another sense fundamentally right about the gist of the case and the key parties involved.

However, the problem runs deeper than people taking liberties with the truth. For example, people self-report lying in conversation at surprising rates (DePaulo, Kashy, Kirkendol, Wyer, & Epstein, 1996). This problem is pervasive; politicians stretch the truth or lie outright, advertisements exaggerate claims, textbooks contain errors (Steuer & Ham, 2008), and people’s own naïve beliefs about the world can be wrong (Markman & Guenther, 2007). People often have little knowledge to use when assessing incoming information (as in picking out the actual news story in “Bluff the Listener”), but even when they do, such monitoring may be superficial, and they miss errors that are “close enough,” as described in partial match theory (Reder & Kusbit, 1991). People may fail to notice a problem with the question “How many animals of each kind did Moses take on the ark?” This is true even when those people otherwise demonstrate that they know the biblical ark was built by Noah, not Moses (Erickson & Mattson, 1981). Accepting close matches makes sense, as everyday speech is surprisingly error-filled (Fox Tree, 1995). Not surprisingly, however, people’s tolerance for errors drops as errors become more blatant and further from the truth (Hinze, Slaten, Horton, Jenkins, & Rapp, 2014).

Even knowing someone is violating conversational norms and speaking untruthfully, people seem to believe what they are processing automatically. Not believing a falsehood requires an active second step that occurs after initial belief, which can be disrupted (Gilbert, 1991). Evidence for this claim comes from a study in which participants read crime reports about robberies and were instructed to play the role of judge for these cases (Gilbert, Tafarodi, & Malone, 1993). The reports contained a mix of true and false statements—similar to what a judge might actually hear—and subjects were told that true statements were printed in black, while false statements were printed in red. In one report, the false statements exacerbated the crime, such as “The robber had a gun”; in the other report, the false statements made the crime less severe. Critically, half the participants were asked to complete a secondary task while reading these reports; this subjected them to the interruption condition. The results showed that participants who were interrupted were more likely to behave as if the false statements were true; interrupted would-be judges recommended longer prison sentences after reading exacerbating, untrue
statements like “The robber had a gun.” This is worrisome, as it demonstrates that even explicitly false information can be used when making the kind of judgments regularly made in the real world by distracted individuals. Gilbert’s work is supplemented by more recent neuropsychological evidence that the second step in unbelieving a claim can be localized to a region of the prefrontal cortex (ventromedial prefrontal cortex); patients with damage to this brain area show global increases in credulity (Asp et al., 2012).

Reliance on Credible Sources

One way to estimate truth is simply to assess the credibility of the source. It makes sense that people are more likely to believe or act on information when its source is perceived as credible (Pornpitakpan, 2004); if a source is trustworthy, one’s own lack of knowledge is unimportant. Advertisers and businesses take advantage of this strategy, spending time and money to acquire celebrity endorsements or develop refer-a-friend models. To investigate this experimentally, Unkelbach and Stahl (2009) exposed participants to a mix of true and false trivia statements, such as “Europe’s biggest glacier is the Vatnajökull on Iceland,” read by two different voices. They told participants that statements read by the female voice were true and those read by the male voice were false, or vice versa. In these studies, participants were able to use their recollection of the source—whether the voice was male or female—to evaluate the claim by simply applying the credibility of the source to the claim. One would hope that people discount information from sources that are not credible or may have an agenda to deceive.

However, the story regarding belief and source is more complicated than it first appears. Source information is often forgotten, with the result that people frequently do not know where they learned information. While a person is likely to know that Washington, DC, is the capital of the United States and that Mark Twain is the author of Huckleberry Finn, he likely does not remember how, when, and where he learned these facts (Tulving, 1985). Some source information is never attended to in the first place; other source information is lost as time passes or as information is encountered in multiple settings (Conway, Gardiner, Perfect, Anderson, & Cohen, 1997).

Even when people do have source information stored in memory, they often fail to apply that knowledge. This problem explains at least some in-
stances of cryptomnesia, unconscious plagiarism as documented in work by Marsh, Landau, and Hicks (1997). In that work, students were asked to generate 15 ways the university might be improved. Critically, subjects returned one week later and were divided into two groups. Subjects in one group took a test containing a list of old and new ideas and selected one of three options for each: “I generated it”; “Someone else generated it”; or “The solution is new.” Subjects in the other group were simply asked to generate new ideas they had not given in the first session. Plagiarism was rare in the first testing condition, in which students were explicitly asked to consider the source of ideas, but much higher in the group asked to generate ideas without thinking about the ideas’ sources. Similar effects have been found using other paradigms; for instance, eyewitness suggestibility is lessened when people must explicitly attribute information to a set of sources (Lindsay & Johnson, 1989). To the extent that a situation does not prompt people to specifically attribute source, they will act as if the source is forgotten.

For these reasons, discounting less credible sources is not a very powerful strategy; as people forget the source or do not think about where the information came from, they will be influenced by information from that source. This basic idea has a long history, dating to Hovland’s classic work on the sleeper effect during World War II. A propaganda video affected the opinions and morale of U.S. soldiers more when their attitudes were measured nine weeks after watching the movie than five days after seeing it (Hovland, Lumsdaine, & Sheffield, 1949; for a review, see Kumkale & Albarracín, 2004). This is surprising, given that memory typically declines over time. The key insight is that source information is usually lost at a faster rate than the content of the communication; the persuasiveness of the message increases over time as the source and message become disassociated. This same effect can occur in very different situations. Eyewitnesses generally reject misinformation from a low-credibility source such as a child if tested immediately afterward but demonstrate more suggestibility as time passes (Underwood & Pezdek, 1998).

Rather than the quality of a source, another possibility is to look at the number of sources providing the same information, with the assumption that something is more likely to be true if multiple people are saying it. Such a heuristic would be a valuable one, as there is evidence to support “the wisdom of crowds” (Surowiecki, 2005); averaging over a group of responses is more likely to approach the actual truth than is relying on any one individual’s response. However, the problem here, again, is that
people’s relative insensitivity to source information extends to the number of sources making a claim. People treat a repeated claim from the same source as similar to a claim repeated by different sources: “a repetitive voice can sound like a chorus” (Weaver, Garcia, Schwarz, & Miller, 2007). Results of a large-scale study with high school and college students indicate that students’ ability to discern reliable from unreliable sources is “bleak” even when explicitly probed, as measured by tasks such as discerning ads from news stories on website homepages and evaluating claims on Twitter (Stanford History Education Group, 2016). This work suggests that even initial evaluations of sources may be lacking; future work might examine general population performance beyond the classroom on similar tasks.

**Ease of Processing as Heuristics for Truth**

On average, easy processing or fluency is interpreted as evidence of truth (Alter & Oppenheimer, 2009). One is less likely to believe another who is hard to understand, such as a speaker with a foreign accent (Lev-Ari & Keysar, 2010), or speech containing disfluencies like “uh” and “um” (Brennan & Williams, 1995). We rate a high-contrast, bolded statement (e.g., *Osorno is in Chile*) as truer than a hard-to-read, low-contrast version (*Osorno is in Chile*) (Reber & Schwarz, 1999). Rhyming aphorisms (“What sobriety conceals, alcohol reveals”) are judged to be more accurate than similar but nonrhyming versions (“What sobriety conceals, alcohol unmasks”) (McGlone & Tofighbakhsh, 2000).

Fluency is a feeling that is interpreted. Depending on the circumstances, it can be taken as evidence of liking (Bornstein & D’Agostino, 1992; Zajonc, 1968), fame (Jacoby, Kelley, Brown, & Jaseckko, 1989), intelligence (Alter & Oppenheimer, 2008), confidence (Alter, Oppenheimer, Epley, & Eyre, 2007; Simmons & Nelson, 2006), and other domain-specific judgments. Our focus here is on the interpretation of fluency as evidence for truth. Unkelbach (2007) argues that this heuristic reflects our knowledge of a natural correlation in the world between fluency and truth. That is, on average, any one true statement is more likely to have been encountered before than any of the infinite possible falsifications of that statement. Something repeated is easier to process than something novel (Jacoby & Whitehouse, 1989). For example, it is easy to process “Washington, DC, is the capital of the United States” for someone who has heard and read this statement many times, and it is not arbitrary that it is heard more
often than any of the following false statements: “Lompoc is the capital of the United States”; “Nashville is the capital of the United States”; “El Paso is the capital of the United States.” It is important to note that while repetition often drives fluency—it gets easier and easier to read the same statement—it is not a requirement; fluent processing can also result from easy-to-read fonts, from rhymes, and from other variables.

Fluency is not limited to what is easy to process but also can refer to ease of understanding (conceptual fluency). Whittlesea (1993) compares the processing of the word “BOAT” in the sentence “The stormy seas tossed the BOAT” as compared to the sentence “He saved up his money and bought a BOAT.” Both sentences make sense, but the former is more fluent because the earlier part of the sentence is related to the concept of a BOAT. This eased processing through priming (for example) can be interpreted as evidence for prior presentation (Whittlesea, 1993). Parks and Toth (2006) used a similar manipulation and found that people rated claims as more true after being primed by a related paragraph.

Similar explanations involving conceptual fluency have been offered to explain why people are more likely to rate a claim as true if it is accompanied by a photograph that provides no additional support for that claim (Newman, Garry, Bernstein, Kantner, & Lindsay, 2012). The statement “Macadamia nuts are in the same evolutionary family as peaches” is rated more true when it appears with a picture of macadamia nuts than without. Critically, the photo of macadamia nuts provided no new evidence with which to assess the claim about peaches, but it may nevertheless help process the claim. The effect does not occur when a random picture is paired with a statement (Newman et al., 2015), presumably because an unrelated photo causes conceptual disfluency. Newman and colleagues (2015) dubbed this effect of nonprobative photos a “truthiness” effect (p. 1337), borrowing a term from the comedian Stephen Colbert to describe “truth that comes from the gut, not books” (p. 1338). Colbert (2005) was lampooning the tendency for people to rely on whether claims felt true rather than evaluating them based on evidence—which is, in fact, just what people do when they rely on fluency heuristics, although it is an adaptive strategy in most cases.

**Scientific Window Dressing as Evidence of Truth**

We have already discussed how people sometimes interpret credible sources as evidence for truth and how claims that are easier to process
perceptually and conceptually seem truer. Now we turn to the influence of symbols that are commonly associated with truth to examine if such trappings of science as formulas, graphs, brain images, irrelevant neuroscience references, and pictures of scientists can affect belief even if they do not add information.

The short answer to this question is yes—certain types of scientific references appear to affect belief in the science. Adding meaningless mathematics such as an irrelevant equation to a scientific abstract tends to encourage higher quality ratings (Eriksson, 2012). References to brain areas (e.g., “the frontal lobe brain circuitry”) increased people’s satisfaction with scientific explanations even though the references added nothing to the logic of the explanations (Weisberg, Keil, Goodstein, Rawson, & Gray, 2008; see also Fernandez-Duque, Evans, Christian, & Hodges, 2015). Estimates of a drug’s longevity increased when the chemical formula \((C_{21}H_{29}FO_5)\) was included in addition to the information that the compound is “carbon-oxygen-helium-and-fluorine based” (Tal & Wansink, 2016).

One open question involves whether ostensibly scientific pictures like graphs and brain images are powerful above and beyond images described as having a truthiness effect. Some data suggest that a graph increases belief even when the same results are presented in the text (Tal & Wansink, 2016). Without a control condition with an image that is not a graph, however, we cannot be sure whether the effect is driven by the graph or the inclusion of an image, that is, its truthiness. At a minimum, the Tal and Wansink effect appears related to scientific images in that the effect was stronger in participants who agreed with the statement “I believe in science.” More controversial are the effects of brain images. Initial results of another study indicate that undergraduates who read scientific texts paired with brain images were more likely to rate the articles as making more sense than articles without images (McCabe & Castel, 2008), but more recent work has failed to replicate this finding (Michael, Newman, Vuorre, Cumming, & Garry, 2013).

**Features of Stories as Promoting Belief**

Often one must evaluate information structured as narratives rather than as one-off claims about macadamia nuts or Icelandic glaciers. As with other types of claims, however, people are not very good at discerning honest narratives from misleading ones (Ekman & O’Sullivan, 1991). The
question we consider here is whether there is anything different about evaluating a story compared to a claim. The fact-checking website Snopes presents variations on an urban legend that goes like this: “Drugged travelers awaken in ice-filled bathtubs only to discover one of their kidneys has been harvested by organ thieves” (Mikkelson, 2008). A 1997 version of the tale posted to Snopes begins, “I wish to warn you about a new crime ring that is targeting business travelers.” It proceeds through grim details of a lone traveler being slipped a drug and awakening in an ice-filled bathtub to discover that, preposterously, not one but both kidneys have been removed. A note instructs the victim call 911, whose dispatchers “have become quite familiar with this crime.” The tale concludes with the assurance “This is not a scam or out of a science fiction novel, it is real” and the warning “If you travel or someone close to you travels, please be careful” (in Mikkelson 2008).

There are many differences between the statement and story. For one, the story is longer and contains additional information, two features that are likely to affect how truthfulness is perceived. Presenting information as a story is known to afford the extraction of gist (McDaniel, Einstein, Dunay, & Cobb, 1986). Moreover, this gruesome tale and other urban legends tend to be of high interest, and interesting information may take less attention to process, thus freeing up cognitive resources to allow “more flexible, increased processing” (McDaniel, Waddill, Finstad, & Bourg, 2000). And the very form of a story may have properties that render information “sticky” (Heath & Heath, 2007); it can guide remembering by providing a “story schema” for people to follow (Mandler & Johnson, 1977). Furthermore, predictable patterns constrain the information and make stories more stable as they pass from one person to another (Wallace & Rubin, 1991).

A key feature particular to stories is that they have the ability to transport the reader. While experiencing stories, one can feel emotionally involved and as if being swept away as a participant (Green & Brock, 2000). There is some evidence that being transported into a story requires a suspension of disbelief; enjoying Jurassic Park or a Harry Potter tale may involve putting aside what one knows about the world that contradicts the story (Gerrig, 1989). A story that suggests an unexpected outcome (“George Washington declined the nomination to become the first president of the United States”) results in readers being slower to verify well-known facts (“George Washington was elected first president of the United States”). This suspension of disbelief may make one less likely to spot problems in
a narrative, as illustrated by a study in which participants read a story and circled any “false notes” or parts that did not make sense (Green & Brock, 2000). Green and Brock refer to this method as “Pinocchio circling”: just as the puppet’s nose signaled when he told a falsehood, authors also leave clues when they are being untruthful. But readers who were more transported by the story spotted fewer “Pinocchios,” consistent with the idea that people are less likely to doubt highly transporting stories.

The Roles of Motivation and Emotions

While our approach draws heavily on cognitive psychology, the present discussion would be incomplete without at least briefly considering the role of affective processes in shaping belief, particularly the role of existing worldviews and political positions. Misconceptions such as “Tax cuts increase government revenue” and “President Bush banned stem cell research” are evaluated differently by Republicans and Democrats, and such biases are likely to limit some of the effects discussed thus far—a fluency manipulation will is highly unlikely to swing someone to the opposite position.

The Truth We Want to Exist

Prior beliefs affect how people process and evaluate incoming information. “Motivated reasoning” describes a set of findings showing that people’s goals and predispositions influence how they interpret information (Kunda, 1990); or, in Colbert’s words, we sometimes find “the truth we want to exist” (as cited in Sternbergh, 2006, p. 2). People tend to look for and remember information that is consistent with what they already believe; this is confirmation bias (Nickerson, 1998). People also subject information inconsistent with what they already believe to more scrutiny and rate them less favorably; this tendency is called disconfirmation bias (Edwards & Smith, 1996). In one study, participants were chosen so that half supported capital punishment and the other half opposed it (Lord, Ross, & Lepper, 1979). Before the experiment began, both groups believed most of the relevant research supported their respective positions; proponents of capital punishment believed it had a deterrent effect on crime, while opponents believed the opposite. Each person read about two research studies on capital punishment, one supporting the efficacy of the death penalty in bringing down crime and the other discrediting the death
penalty’s deterrent effect. Not only did participants rate the facts that confirmed their existing beliefs to be more convincing and accurate than ones that contradicted their existing beliefs, but exposure to this mixed evidence actually polarized people’s beliefs more. This motivated skepticism has also been found in studies when people evaluate other controversial issues such as affirmative action and gun control (Taber, Cann, & Kucsova, 2009; Taber & Lodge, 2006). Taber and colleagues (2009) argue that people are powerfully motivated to confirm their own beliefs while rejecting arguments that challenge prior positions and that these processes happen automatically.

Another line of research examines how political affiliation affects the ways retractions of information are handled. Media coverage of the beginning of the U.S.-Iraq war in 2003 provided Lewandowsky and colleagues (2005) fertile ground for testing these ideas, as corrections and retractions of earlier information occurred frequently. They found that American participants were more likely than German participants to rely on information that had been later retracted, such as the existence of weapons of mass destruction in Iraq, even when they had heard and confidently knew about the retraction (Lewandowsky, Stritzke, Oberauer, & Morales, 2005). The authors argue that these differences occurred because American and German participants held different beliefs about reasons for the war; while Americans listed “destroying weapons of mass destruction” as the most important reason for the war (on average), Germans did not consider this very important. Another study shows that Republicans were less likely than Democrats to correct the misconception that weapons of mass destruction were found in Iraq when the United States invaded (Nyhan & Reifler, 2010). In fact, such retractions may actually further cement the mistaken belief.

The Effect of Emotions

Emotions play a critical role in shaping how information is processed and evaluated. Anecdotally, examples include children saying nice things to their parents before asking favors and advertising strategies and political campaigns eliciting fear or hope. While we cannot cover all of the effects of emotion here, we simply note that the effects are powerful and have consequences that can extend to real-world contexts such as courtrooms. Images that provoke emotion—gruesome photos of a victim’s injuries or from a crime scene—can lead jurors to award more damages to accident
victims (Edelman, 2009; Thompson & Dennison, 2004) or make it more likely for jurors to find a defendant guilty (Bright & Goodman-Delahunty, 2006; Douglas, Lyon, & Ogloff, 1997).

Our focus here is on the effects of emotion on the transmission of misinformation. Many studies have shown how misinformation can spread when one person reproduces false information in conversation with another (social contagion) (Roediger, Meade, & Bergman, 2001). Emotion may play a key role in that people are more likely to share emotional stories. In a diary study with Stanford undergraduates, retellings were more likely to involve emotional memories than neutral ones (Tversky & Marsh, 2000); another study shows that people who are more physiologically aroused (disgusted, amused, anxious, angered) are more likely to share information (Berger, 2011). This can be seen anecdotally, as urban legends often elicit high arousal, like the story about the ring of organ thieves or other false rumors about KFC serving a fried rat or people hiding razor blades in children’s Halloween candy. Heath and colleagues argue that emotional selection helps determine what ideas get passed on and survive (Heath, Bell, & Sternberg, 2001). Their participants rated the emotional content of a sample of stories and urban legends, as well as their willingness to pass them along. People reported being more willing to pass on stories that are more disgusting. A follow-up study by Heath and Heath (2007) shows that urban legends containing disgust-inducing motifs are distributed more widely online.

Stored Knowledge Is Insufficient

Are people susceptible to misinformation even when they know better? Conversations with stubborn family members and overall difficulty counteracting sticky falsehoods in mass media suggest that the answer is yes. While we have alluded to the role of knowledge, it is worth stating explicitly that heuristics are not limited to cases of ignorance. People rely on heuristics for truth even when they have the option of retrieving the relevant information in memory that would enable them to avoid endorsing errors; knowledge affords limited protection from misinformation. There are many cases of people failing to use their knowledge logically. One is the common belief that the Great Wall of China is one of the only man-made objects that is visible from space. While the Great Wall is indeed quite long, it is not particularly wide. If it is visible from space, so would be other large structures including wide multilane freeways. And while
most people could identify H$_2$O as the chemical notation for water, some are nevertheless susceptible to hoaxes and pranks involving the dangers of a colorless and odorless chemical compound; two radio DJs were suspended for eliciting a minor panic on April Fool’s Day when they joked that “dihydrogen monoxide” was coming out of county residents’ taps (Braun, 2013).

The problem is not limited to logical extensions of knowledge. People can have the exact information necessary stored in memory and still fail to bring it to bear. In the Moses illusion, people fail to notice an incorrect reference to Moses even though they demonstrate that they know the biblical reference should be to Noah. In our experiments investigating knowledge and illusions of truth, we find that repetition affects the rated truth of statements even when they contradict well-known facts. Prior exposure to falsehoods like “A sari is a short pleated skirt worn by Scots” increases ratings of truth later on, just as is observed for statements for which people have little knowledge, such as “The Arno is the river that runs through Rome” (Fazio, Brashier, Payne, & Marsh, 2015).

Moreover, such effects are not simply a matter of failing to notice the error and reading over it. We know the errors are processed because people later repeat them despite having the correct information stored in memory as well. In one study, we asked people general questions such as “What is the largest ocean?” two weeks before exposing them to misinformation such as “The Atlantic is the largest ocean” (Fazio, Barber, Rajaram, Ornstein, & Marsh, 2013). Some of the people who gave the correct answer “Pacific” switched to “Atlantic” two weeks later. And this same effect occurs even if people demonstrate their knowledge just 10 minutes before reading the stories (Mullet, Umanath, & Marsh, 2014). Similar effects occur with films. Reading a veridical passage about how Mozart was respectful and polite as a child does not prevent the viewer from later relying on an incorrect movie clip from *Amadeus* that shows the young Mozart as childish and eccentric (Butler, Zaromb, Lyle, & Roediger, 2009; Umanath, Butler, & Marsh, 2012). In our studies we reliably find that people are susceptible to influence from misinformation even if it blatantly contradicts what they already know. These effects do not depend on forgetting the source of the information. In our experiments, people claimed they knew the Atlantic was the largest ocean before coming into the laboratory, demonstrating evidence of prior knowledge (Marsh, Meade, & Roediger, 2003). We also find that repeating the misinformation makes it more likely to persist (Barber, Rajaram, & Marsh, 2008). In other words,
sharing the error will not only propagate it to others but also make it more likely to be remembered by the teller.

As an example of these ideas in the real world we can revisit the study on media retractions on coverage of the Iraq War (Lewandowsky et al., 2005). Critically, after measuring whether people’s beliefs were in line with the retractions, the researchers asked people whether they remembered reading retractions of the errors. Remembering a retraction did not guarantee an effect on belief; people could have knowledge of the retraction stored in memory and yet act as if they did not know it. Our experimental work shows that people use heuristics to evaluate truth even when knowledge is available in memory. However, such relatively neutral trivia stimuli are unlikely to provoke motivated reasoning by which people more actively interpret information to be consistent with their worldviews. The limitations of knowledge in preventing errors may be even starker for more partisan contexts, as in the case of the Iraq War (see Nyhan, 2016, for related open questions).

**Conclusion**

Chris Yamas was the caller who successfully chose the correct news story about Canadian currency out of two similarly silly distractors on the NPR game “Bluff the Listener” (Danforth, 2013). He explains his reasoning on air as follows: “You know, I dated a lovely Canadian girl, and I have many Canadian friends, and I know they’re a bunch of maple-loving loonies. So I’m going to go with A [the Canadian $100 bill smelling like maple syrup].” While it is impossible to know exactly how Chris came to his decision—it could easily have been a lucky guess—we have discussed several strategies he may have relied on in making his correct decision. Chris could have recollected a conversation with his ex or a friend from Canada as reliable sources in discussing their currency’s curious scent. And even if he could no longer remember when or how he heard the story previously, prior exposure would have generated a feeling of fluency that Chris could take as a heuristic for truth. In either case, Chris would have used a proxy for truth instead of directly retrieving knowledge from memory, a strategy people commonly use when evaluating claims. This reliance on heuristics normally works, as it did for Chris, but it can also lead people astray. A casual listener tuning in to the radio program could have been distracted, making the listener less likely to take the active second step
necessary to unbelieving the falsehoods after understanding them. And perhaps a reader, forgetting that she originally read the stories about One Direction on British coins and Perry the Pyramid from this text, will one day misconstrue these made-up stories for truth and circulate them in conversation.

In our experimental work, we find that creating situations in which people fail to notice or repeat misinformation is relatively easy, even when they should know better. Such errors matter, as they form the bases for confusions that are propagated through people and the media while being shaped by emotions and preexisting motives. Correcting such beliefs can prove challenging. In an ideal world, we would advocate for such errors to be unbelieved immediately upon encountering them rather than needing correction after they have been believed and shared with others. However, this kind of online detection is a real challenge, given that people’s goals in life often mismatch with a monitoring focus; they consume media to be entertained, to have beliefs confirmed, and to be distracted from other things. We know that people can sometimes be encouraged to bring their knowledge to bear, through explicit instructions to mark errors (Green & Brock, 2000; Marsh & Fazio, 2006), or to take the perspective of a proof-reader (Rapp, Hinze, Kohlhepp, & Ryskin, 2014), but these laboratory studies do not suggest realistic interventions. Future research should focus on this early stage of belief, before the development of large misconceptions that require massive interventions to correct.
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